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RECENT DEVELOPMENT

Lessons From Iraq: The Functions of the
Iraq Sanctions Committee as a Source
of Sanctions Implementation
Authority and Practice

When the United Nations Security Council (Council), acting in
Resolution 6611 under its chapter VII authority, adopted
mandatory economic sanctions against Iraq on August 6, 1990, it
simultaneously created a Committee of the Security Council (Committee) to carry out a number of subsidiary tasks connected with
the sanctiom2 In doing so, it followed historical precedents

* Senior associate with the Procedural Aspects of International Law Institute. Fil. dr.
Univ. Lund. The author previously served for several years as a political affairs officer
with the United Nations Secretariat and as deputy secretary of the Security Council
Committee established by Resolution 661 (1990) concerning the situation between Iraq
and Kuwait. The present article was ready for publication in August 1994 but was denied
imprimafur by the U.N. Department of Political Affairs. Although a few minor points have
been updated as of April 1995, the text generally reflects the status of affairs at the original
time of writing. The views expressed here are those of the author and do not necessarily
reflect the position of the Committee or of the United Nations.
1. S.C. Res. 661, U.N. SCOR, 45th Sess., 2933d mtg. at 19-20, para. 6, U.N. Doc. S/
INF.46 (1990).
2. The Security Council later referred to the Committee as the "Security Council
Committee established by resolution 661 (1990) concerning the situation between Iraq and

originating in the League of nation^;^ in the past, for example,
U.N. entities had dealt with mandatory sanctions against Rhodesia
. ~ Security Council created the Committee in
and South A f r i ~ aThe
part to channel sanctions activities and decisions into a more
streamlined, specialized suborgan of the Council.
The history of the Committee can be divided into roughly three
periods characterized by changing functions and mandates. The
first period began in August 1990 and ended with the thirty-sixth
Committee meeting on March 22, 1991 and with the adoption of
Resolution 6875 in April 1991. This period was marked by an
almost blanket restriction on Iraqi imports and exports, including
foodstuffs which were not originally defined as humanitarian per
~ e . ~
In contrast, humanitarian concerns dominated the second
period, which lasted until the winter of 1992. At the time, the
period was expected to be a short transition of less than one year
beyond which Iraq would be subject to a permanent arms control
embargo and would make payments to a compensation fund from
its oil revenues. During this period, relations between the Committee and Iraq were relatively good and the Committee actively
planned an oil-for-food scheme under the provisions of Resolutions 7067 and 712.* A number of decisions taken in this period,
which in retrospect seem less advisable, were made under the
impression that a final settlement would be in place by 1992.9
The third period began with the gradual realization that Iraq
might not implement the oil-for-food scheme. The Committee's
nonaligned members failed to broker an agreement on a partial
liberalization of the export ban provisions, and there was a general
Kuwait." S.C. Res. 665, U.N. SCOR, 45th Sess., 2938th mtg. at 21-22, para. 4, U.N. Doc. Sl
INF.46 (1990) [hereinafter Security Council Committee established by Resolution 6611.
3. Margaret P. Doxey, Economic Sanctions and International Enforcement 100-05 (2d
ed. 1980).
4. Id. at 101-05; see also Martti Koskenniemi, Le ComitC des Sanctions (cree par la
rCsolution 661 (1990) du Conseil de dcurit6), 37 Annuaire Fran~aisde Droit International
121-22 (1991) (tracing coordination of international sanctions back to the League of
Nations).
5. S.C. Res. 687, U.N. SCOR, 46th Sess., 2981st mtg. at 11, U.N. Doc. SlINF.47 (1991).
6. For a detailed history of this period, see Koskenniemi, supra note 4, at 125-33.
7. S.C. Res. 706, U.N. SCOR, 46th Sess., 3004th mtg. at 21, U.N. Doc. SlINF.47 (1991).
8. S.C. Res. 712, U.N. SCOR, 46th Sess., 3008th mtg. at 24, U.N. Doc. SlINF.47 (1991).
9. One decision in this category was the agreement on Jordanian imports of Iraqi oil.
See Security Council Committee established by Resolution 661, U.N. SCOR, 41st mtg.,
Agenda Item "Letter dated May 16, 1991 from the Permanent Representative of Jordan
(U.N. Doc. SlAC.25/COMM.159)," U.N. Doc. SlAC.25lSR.41 (1991) (internal Committee
document).

hardening of attitudes on all sides and increased hostility to the
Committee on Iraq's part.
Much like the history of the Security Council itself, the Committee's functions and mandates have evolved during its existence.
Although many of the Committee's original mandates were never
or only very minimally exercised, other functions have arisen apart
from any empowering mandate in response to events or members
states' requests. It is evident from this somewhat ad hoc development that future sanctions committees will need a clearer mandate
and basis in the rule of law in order more effectively to implement
and coordinate sanctions between member states. This Article will
first sketch the historical development of the Committee's mandate
and practice and will then discuss and analyze the various functions
the Committee has performed. The Article will conclude with proposals for future sanctions committees based on this Committee's
experience.

From its creation, the Committee's mandate fluctuated to reflect
changes in Security Council strategy. When it adopted Resolution
661, the Security Council intended the Committee to underpin and
reinforce the Iraqi sanctions by soliciting and analyzing reports on
implementationlo and by detecting evasion attempts. In hindsight,
the functions assigned to the Committee fell short of those which
predecessor bodies had held, particularly with regard to enforcement. As this Article will show, although the Security Council
intended to grant the Committee several functions, it provided a
clear, unambiguous mandate for only one function: the Committee's role as a long-term monitor of disarmament provisions under
Resolution 687.
Initially, the Committee's reporting obligations on enforcement
were only vaguely defined, and the Security Council appears to
have intended the Committee to report to the Council on an occasional, as-needed basis. With the adoption of Resolution 66511 on
August 25, 1990, however, that strategy changed. Crucial enforcement functions related to maritime traffic in the Gulf area were
entrusted to a smaller circle of states that operated independently
of the United Nations. Generally referred to as the Maritime
Interception Forces (MIF), they formally derived their authority
10. S.C. Res. 661, supra note 1.
11. S.C. Res. 665, supra note 2.

from the Security Council and were obligated to submit reports on
their activities to the Council or to the Committee.12 In reality,
however, the MIF only has a tenuous relationship to the Council
and minimal contact with the Committee.
As the conflict evolved, circumstances imposed other functions
on the Committee. Although it was not given authority under Resolution 661 to interpret resolutions, the Committee soon received
several such requests and in many instances sought the opinion of
the Legal Counsel. Additionally, a number of states unexpectedly
sought recourse to article 50 of the U.N. Charter13 (Charter), and
because the Charter lacks any instructions on this point, the Council decided to entrust the matter to the Committee.14
Resolution 661, banning all exports to Iraq, departed from previous sanctions regimes with its inclusion of foodstuffs among the
banned items. Historically such stringency was unheard of, and it
made it difficult for some Council members to support the resolution. A compromise was reached in which the ban excluded foodstuffs "in humanitarian circumstance^."^^ The vagueness of this
expression, the lack of clarity on whom was to determine what constituted "humanitarian circumstances," the demarches of several
Asian states having large expatriate communities in Kuwait,16 and
concerns that the Fourth Geneva Convention17required exceptions
for certain vulnerable groups, led the Security Council to adopt
Resolution 66618 on September 13,1990. Resolution 656 delegated
discretionary determination of "humanitarian circumstances" to
the Committee.
12. Id.
13. U.N. Charter art. 50. Article 50 states:
If preventive or enforcement measures against any state are taken by the Security
Council, any other state, whether a Member of the United Nations or not, which
finds itself confronted with special economic problems arising from the carrying
out of those measures shall have the right to consult the Security Council with
regard to a solution of those problems.
14. See infra text accompanying note 93.
15. S.C. Res. 661, supra note 1, para. 3(c).
16. See Provisional Summary Record of the 7th Meeting (closed), 10 September 1990,
Security Council Committee established by Resolution 661, U.N. SCOR, 7th mtg., U.N.
Doc. SIAC.251SR.7 (1990) [hereinafter Summary Record], in 2 The Kuwait Crisis:
Sanctions and Their Economic Consequences, pt. 11, 812, 812-14 (D.L. Bethlehem ed.,
1991) [hereinafter The Kuwait Crisis].
17. See Geneva Convention Relative to the Protection of Civilian Persons in Time of
War, opened for signature Aug. 12,1949, art. 23,6 U.S.T. 3516,3532-34,75 U.N.T.S. 287
(providing for consignment of medical supplies, food and clothing "for children under
fifteen, expectant mothers and maternity cases").
18. S.C. Res. 666, U.N. SCOR, 45th Sess., 2939th mtg. at 22, U.N. Doc. SIINF.46 (1990).

The wording of the resolution left several aspects of the issue
unresolved. The Committee was charged with determining when
there was an "urgent humanitarian need to supply foodstuff^."^^ In
those situations, it was required to "report promptly to the Council
its decision as to how such need should be met."20 The resolution's
wording suggested that lifting the embargo on foodstuffs was not
the only recommendation the Committee could make, but in any
case, the resolution did not bind the Council to accept the Committee's decision.
The Committee's mandate was further expanded with Resolution 670,2l which increased pressure on Iraq in a number of ways;
for example, it imposed restrictions on air traffic to and from Iraq.
As a result, the Committee approved flights and assumed responsibility for arranging for U.N. presence at airport inspections. In
addition to reports on the Resolution 661 provisions requiring the
freezing of Iraqi assets, the Committee began to receive reports
from states on measures taken to implement the provisions of Resolution 670." The combination of reporting and approval activities
imposed a considerable administrative burden on the Committee's
secretariat.
The Committee also began to tackle its mandate to make "observations and recommendations" on the action taken by states "concerning effective implementation" by sending a q ~ e s t i o n n a i r eto~ ~
member states. With the adoption of Resolution 67824on November 29, 1990, however, the strategy shifted. Military resolution of
the conflict assumed priority, thus obviating the Committee's functions as a source of support for effective sanctions.
Following the conclusion of military conflict, the Security Council passed Resolutions 68625and 687,26 leaving most of the export
and import bans intact. The Council followed prior Committee
determinations that "humanitarian circumstances" existed and that
19. Id. para. 5.
20. Id.
21. S.C. Res. 670, U.N. SCOR, 45th Sess., 2943d mtg. at 24-25, U.N. Doc. SlINF.46
(1990).
22. Id. paras. 4, 6, 9-10.
23. Note verbale SCPC/7/90(3) from the Secretary-General addressed to the Permanent
RepresentativeslPermanent Observers of 911 States to the United Nations (Oct. 8, 1990)
(on file with author).
24. S.C. Res. 678, U.N. SCOR, 45th Sess., 2963d mtg. at 27-28, U.N. Doc. S/INF.46
(1990).
25. S.C. Res. 686, U.N. SCOR, 46th Sess., 2978th mtg. at 8, U.N. Doc. SlINF.47 (1991).
26. S.C. Res. 687, supra note 5.

foodstuffs should be allowed into Iraq2' by expressly excluding
foodstuffs in Resolution 687.28 This resolution also entrusted the
Committee with discretionary power to allow exports of essential
civilian products into Iraq.29 Although the Committee still fulfilled
its mandates under Resolutions 665 and 6 7 0 i t s functions under
Resolutions 666 and 669 had largely been completed-it shifted its
attention toward its "humanitarian" tasks. These tasks assumed
even greater importance as the scope of exports permitted Iraq
quickly surpassed original expectations and the regime of frozen
Iraqi assets was liberalized to allow release for payment of permitted trade.30
Apparently, the drafters of Resolution 687 intended the Committee to monitor the long-range arms embargo against Iraq. By
giving the Committee a prominent role during the transition period
as an administrator of humanitarian affairs, and in particular, by
giving it the power to grant exemptions from the general export
bans, the drafters may have sought to enhance the Committee's
status and ~redibility.~~
Under the provisions of Resolution 666,32
however, the Committee was also assigned a mixture of humanitarian functions. Thus, upon passage of Resolution 687, it became
responsible for two logically and organizationally unrelated tasks:
enforcement of a trade control regime and mitigation of that
regime for humanitarian purposes. This Jekyll and Hyde situation
has persisted ever since and has resulted in many a protracted and
lively Committee meeting.
In the summer of 1991, Iraq began to resist some of the longterm arms embargo provisions of Resolution 687. In response, its
adversaries turned to the sanctions measures of Resolutions 661,
665, 666 and 670 that had remained in force. The stalemate that
emerged raised the question of how the humanitarian measures,
which were supported even by Iraq's Western adversaries, were to
be financed. The answer was found in the oil-for-food scheme on
which the Committee provided considerable input. The scheme
was never implemented, though, and the stalemate was exacer27. See infra note 38 and accompanying text.
28. S.C. Res. 687, supra note 5, at 14, para. 20.
29. Id.
30. Id. para. 23. Resolution 687, which included "prohibitions against financial
transactions related thereto contained in resolution 661 (1990)," was interpreted to allow
the unfreezing of Iraqi assets provided they were used to pay for the items exempted from
the import-export ban. Id. para. 20.
31. Id.
32. S.C. Res. 666, supra note 18, paras. 1, 6.

bated in October 1992 with th$ adoption of Resolution 77833which
refroze the remaining Iraqi assets abroad. Paradoxically, the Committee's volume of trade clearance activities actually increased during this third period.34

The functions performed by the Committee are not easily classified due to the Committee's changing mandates. Many of the original functions, as this section will show, have not been exercised,
while others have developed out of necessity despite the lack of an
empowering resolution. An understanding of the background of
each of the various functions is helpful in outlining the areas in
which future sanctions commidtees will need to refine and develop
their mandates.
A. Notifications

I

The Committee performs two notification functions- nonobligatory notifications and notifications as a form of passive trade
control. The former constitute nothing more than a form of courtesy assistance to states; the Committee receives and acknowledges
notifications of intended shipments to Iraq of "supplies intended
strictly for medical purposes."35 States are under no obligation to
notify the Committee of such shipments because Resolution 661
specifically excluded these items from the entire sanctions
regime.36 By voluntarily inforining the Committee and obtaining
its acknowledgement of these shipments, states can avoid delay or
problems with other concerned states, particularly states of transit
and those participating in thel MIF. The Committee's acknowledgement letters are worded t~ reflect these subtleties. Although
Committee members occasionally express reservations regarding
administrative procedures with respect to notification of
medicines-there is concern that the Committee could be creating
the semblance of authority which it does not have-it is significant
that they have not opposed the use of the Committee in this courtesy function.
33. S.C. Res. 778, U.N. SCOR, 47th Sess., 3117th mtg. at 72, U.N. Doc. SIINF.48 (1992).
34. Memorandum from Paul Conlon to James C. Ngobi (Dec. 4,1992) (regarding recent
foodstuff notifications to Security CounCil Committee established by Resolution 661)
(internal Committee document) [hereinafter Memorandum].
35. S.C. Res. 661, supra note 1, para. 3Kc).
36. Id.; see also S.C. Res. 666, supra note 18, para. 8 (restating exemption from sanctions
for medical supplies).

In contrast, Committee notification with respect to foodstuff
shipments to Iraq under Resolution 687 serves as a form of passive
trade control.37 Even though the term "notification" was not used
in connection with foodstuffs in any of the resolutions preceding
Resolution 687, the Committee decided to require notification for
foodstuff shipments at its thirty-sixth meeting38 and subsequently
recommended that the Security Council include a provision for
notification. The Committee formally acknowledges the notification, and the acknowledgement letter then constitutes a laissez
passer or clearance document which the notifying state may present in fulfillment of the shipment to any other concerned state or
to the MIF. Committee acknowledgement of foodstuff notifications benefits notifying states by obviating documentation and
legal difficulties, although occasionally, unhappy over time delays,
states have argued that mere dispatch of the notification to the.
Committee constitutes full compliance. Committee members have
generally agreed that the Committee cannot reject a foodstuff notification or impose any conditions on its f~lfillment.~~
For this reason, no time limit has ever been imposed on the validity of the
acknowledgement letter.40
Notification is the mildest form of control available in sanctions
regimes and embargoes, but its precise function has been clarified
little beyond its use as the legal basis for the implementing state to
clear the shipment. The Committee failed to explain its rationale
behind requiring such notification, a failure which is highlighted by
its more detailed explanation for a notification requirement with
regard to export flows.41 The original intent of the notification
function may have been to allow ongoing monitoring of the
humanitarian circumstances that the Committee had found to exist
on the basis of its knowledge of food supplies shipped to Iraq. The
Committee thus would have been able to reopen the question of
humanitarian circumstances and to rescind its determination if circumstances changed. Resolution 687, however, once and for all
exempted foodstuffs from Resolution 661's embargo regime,
37. S.C. Res. 687, supra note 5, para. 20.
38. At that meeting, held on March 22, 1991, the Committee also determined that
"humanitarian circumstances" existed in Iraq.
39. But see S.C. Res. 712, supra note 8; S.C. Res. 706, supra note 7 (giving the
Committee the power to place conditions on the distribution of goods in Iraq as part of oilfor-food scheme).
40. Authorization letters for no-objection items, however, are, since 1993, valid only for
a specified length of time. See discussion infra p. 648.
41. See infra text accompanying note 57.

thereby eliminating the Committee's role in determining humanitarian circumstances with respect to foodstuff exports to Iraq.42
The idea of notification in the non-"humanitarian circumstances" sense was inherited from the Rhodesian sanctions framework, in which, according to institutional memory, notification was
used as a safety check on excessively wide definitions of nonbanned categories of goods. For example, if a state was to notify a
shipment of cigarettes or whiskey under the heading of foodstuffs,
the Committee could presumably disallow it on the grounds that
these items did not qualify as foodstuffs in practice.43
The situation, however, is much less clear where the item is correctly categorized as foodstuff but there are other circumstances
surrounding the shipment that concern Committee members. The
question is by no means academic. The Committee, like its counterpart created pursuant to Resolution 724 concerning Yugoslais occasionally confronted with foodstuff notifications in
magnitudes that seem infeasible and that suggest manipulation or
even violation of the sanctions regime.45 The relevant resolutions
and legal doctrine offer no real guidance on such a problem, and
the Committee has never tried to block a notified foodstuff shipment over the insistence of the notifying State. The dilemma, nevertheless, has occasionally required resourceful approaches on the
part of the Committee's secretariat.
42. S.C. Res. 687, supra note 5, para. 20.
43. Security Council Resolution 253 created a Security Council committee to examine
the implementation of the resolution and to seek information regarding trade in exempted
items. The term "notification," however, was not used at that time. S.C. Res. 253, U.N.
SCOR, 23d Sess., 1428th mtg. at 7, U.N. Doc. S/INF/23IRev.l (1968).
44. S.C. Res. 724, U.N. SCOR, 46th Sess., 3023d mtg. at 45, U.N. Doc. SlINF.47 (1991).
45. For example, in 1993 a Finnish company, Wimco-Erica Finland, Ltd. of Helsinki,
tried to notify delivery of three million tons of sugar worth $750 million over a 12-month
period. Letter no. 3530 from Deputy Permanent Representative of Finland to Chairman of
Security Council Committee established by Resolution 661 (Dec. 2, 1992) (on file with
author). Iraqi consumption of sugar was at that time estimated at about 500,000 tons per
year. In 1994, a Belgian company tried to notify shipment of four million tons of sugar
worth $1.1 billion over a four-year period. U.N. Doc. SlAC.2511994lCOMM.1852 (internal
Committee document). Both governments retracted the notifications when the
infeasibility of the magnitudes was pointed out. The latter notification was also found to
violate a European Community directive.
A Bulgarian factory, Miran in Plovdiv, was arguably more successful. In 1992, it donated
over 265,000 tons of foodstuffs with an estimated value of over $100 million to the Kurds in
northern Iraq. The given clearance permitted transportation of the foodstuffs to Iraq
overland by truck. The tonnage involved, however, would have required about 10,000
truckloads. Memorandum, supra note 34.

B. Reports From Member States
Various resolutions have also identified the Committee as the
proper entity for receiving reports from states on matters pertaining to the sanctions regime. Resolution 661 mandated the Committee to seek "information" from states on "effective
Similarly, Resoimplementation" of that resolution's provi~ions.~~
lution 665 requested states to submit reports to facilitate monitoring of the resolution's implernentati~n.~~
The groups of states
requested to submit reports under each resolution, however, were
not identical. Moreover, the reports addressed matters for which
the Security Council and the Committee were both responsible,
and as a result, the resolutions permitted states to submit reports to
either one.48 Partially for this reason, it was later decided that such
reports should be issued as Security Council documents which, by
tradition, are public documents. Nevertheless, few states submitted reports under Resolution 665, and those that were submitted
rarely went beyond a few formulae already known from the media.
No states made reports to the Committee under this heading after
1991, and the most recent report of this kind was addressed to the
Secretary-General.49
The most ambitious reporting exercise was that connected with
the implementation questionnaire of autumn 1990.50 Although
later eclipsed by the events following Resolution 678, the Committee had originally intended to make a critical in-depth analysis of
the responses and then give recommendations based thereon to the
Security C o ~ n c i l . ~ ~
Resolutions 6705=and 70053impose more current obligations on
states to report to the Committee. Accordingly, the Committee
receives and publishes reports by states on their implementation of
relevant resolutions, but, unlike a similar provision in Resolution
46. S.C. Res. 661, supra note 1, at 20.
47. S.C. Res. 665, supra note 2, at 21-22.
48. Id.
49. Letter from the Permanent Representative of France to the United Nations
addressed to the Secretary-General (May 3, 1994), U.N. Doc. Sl19941534 (1994).
50. Questionnaire Concerning National Measures Adopted in Implementation of
Security Council Resolution 661 (1990), in 1 The Kuwait Crisis, supra note 16, at pt. I, 516.
51. For this purpose, the responses, which had been issued as public documents under
the document symbol of the Committee (S/AC.25/), were reformatted into a searchable
full-text electronic database. The database is not commercially available, but a copy is in
the possession of the author.
52. S.C. Res. 670, supra note 21, at 25.
53. S.C. Res. 700, U.N. SCOR, 46th Sess., 2994th mtg. at 19, U.N. Doc. SlINF.47 (1991).

661,54there is no direct mandate for the Committee to analyze the
reports or to make recommendations to the Committee on the
basis thereof. Although the Committee also receives periodic statistical reports from Jordan on certain aspects of its trade with Iraq,
this custom evolved without any definitive statutory basis and has
been the object of some c o n t r ~ v e r s y . ~ ~
Under the permanent arms control regime imposed on
the Committee will play a role in passive monitoring of the regime,
thus expanding their notification function. The process is similar to
that for foodstuff shipments in that the Committee will receive socalled "timely information" about the sale or supply to Iraq of
items covered by the ban.57 The differences, however, between the
two notification regimes are striking. Under the arms control
regime, the format and content of reports submitted by governments will be standardized to facilitate collation, comparison and
other analysis of the data. The reports will be submitted to an
information assessment unit jointly run by the United Nations Special Commission (itself an organ of the Security Council) and the
International Atomic Energy Agency (IAEA). This unit will then
present the reports to the Committee along with any interpretive
comments or other recommendations by the two monitoring agencies for Committee or Security Council action.58
The draft guidelines for this mechanism specify a scenario of
excessive export flows as one instance in which the Committee or
the Security Council might recommend or take action. The guidelines thus detail why states are being requested to notify the Committee of export flows. Similar explanations are precisely what is
lacking in the current requirements for notification of foodstuff
exports. The difference in approach is illuminating.

54. S.C. Res. 661, supra note 1, at 20.
55. See, e.g., Patrick Clawson, How Has Saddam Hussein Survived? Economic
Sanctions, 1990-1993, at 49 (1993) (arguing that Jordanian imports of Iraqi oil in
repayment of Jordanian loans to Iraq violated the spirit of sanctions because Jordan
subsequently made new loans to Iraq-effectively paying Iraq for oil).
56. S.C. Res. 687, supra note 5, at 13.
57. Draft guidelines to facilitate full international implementation of paragraphs 24, 25,
and 27 of Security Council Resolution 687 (1991), U.N. SCOR, 46th Sess., Annex at 5,
para. 5, U.N. Doc. S122660 (1991).
58. Preliminary drafts of these arrangements were originally scheduled to come before
the Security Council for consideration and approval in the summer of 1994; as of
September 1995, they have not yet been drafted. See infra note 77 and accompanying text.

C. Oversight of Aircraft Flights
Resolution 67059designated the oversight of flights to and from
Iraq (and then-occupied Kuwait) to the Committee beginning in
1990. Inbound flights require approval whereas simple notification
to the Committee is sufficient for outgoing flights. Compliance
with the exigencies of this provision has never been good. In the
autumn of 1990 it became public knowledge60that flights were taking place which were never brought to the attention of the Committee, and later, various arrangements for authorizing flights on a
routine basis were wrought with misunderstandings and complaints. To the extent that aircraft must be inspected before departure for Iraq and after return therefrom, the Committee bears the
responsibility for arranging for inspection by suitable parties, normally local officials of the United Nations Secretariat or United
Nations agencies.61

D. Implementation Coordination, Enforcement and Violations
From its creation, the Committee clearly was intended to perform some assessment functions. It held a mandate "[tlo examine
the reports on the progress of the implementation," and states were
obligated to supply "such information as may be sought by the
Committee" regarding the "effective implementation" actions of
those states.62 The Committee was also to coordinate implementation by states as well as to use its assessment and analytical functions to recommend enhanced ways of pursuing its goals. There
was, however, no coherent statement of purpose to this effect. As
time passed, even the basic goals were not clarified; instead, "effective implementation" goals were mixed with "humanitarian mitigation" goals. In retrospect, the Committee's lack of efforts in state
implementation coordination of chapter VII sanctions evidences
the necessity of a coherently defined mandate in future situations
of this type.
Correspondingly, the Committee's record with regard to coordination, enforcement assistance and action on violations is weaker
59. S.C. Res. 670, supra note 21, at 25.
60. See Concluding Remarks by Chairperson, Ambassador Rasi, Provisional Summary
Record of the 15th Meeting (closed), 3 October 1990, Security Council established by
resolution 661, 15th mtg., U.N. Doc. S/AC.25/SR.15 (1990), in 2 The Kuwait Crises, supra
note 16, at pt. 2, 866 (noting reports of flights about which the Committee had not been
notified).
61. See S.C. Res. 670, supra note 21.
62. S.C. Res. 661, supra note 1, at 20, para. 6 (emphasis added).

than that of similar past or present subsidiary organs, this notwithstanding Resolution 670 which contains the only historical instance
of a threat to apply sanctions against sanctions-evading states.63
The Committee itself has no ppwer over those states, but the threat
enhances the effect of a Comrrlittee finding of a violation. The situation was not materially altered when, following the cessation of
hostilities, Resolution 687 mchdiiied the Committee's mission to
allow the Committee to provide enforcement assistance and to
take action on violations; the Committee can only perform these
functions after the ongoing monitoring and verification mechanism
has been established. Becausb the mechanism does not yet exist,
all of the implementation reports submitted thus far by the Committee64pedantically repeat idtroductory remarks on the mandate
of the Committee and then conclude by saying that no violations of
the relevant kind have been aeported to the Committee since its
last reporting.
The Committee only once hgs dealt with the complaint of a state
that an action taken by an Iraqi court against a company in its jurisdiction violated a provision gf Resolution 687. The Committee
then evaded the issue of violation, however, by merely making reference to the paragraph whqse provisions had been violated.65
Even in those rare instances where states are known to have punI

63. S.C. Res. 670, supra note 21, at 25.
64. See, e.g., Letter from the Chairmap of the Security Council Committee established
by Resolution 661 to the President of tHe Security Council (June 6, 1994), U.N. Doc. SI
19941695 (1994) (containing most recent implementation report).
65. Security Council Committee established by Resolution 661, U.N. SCOR, 52d mtg.,
U.N. Doc. SIAC.25lSR.52 (internal ~ofnmitteedocument). The agenda item heading
reads "Other matters. Letter dated 30 September 1991 from the Permanent
Representative of Denmark (S/AC.25~1991lCOMM.457)"and records the following
discussion and action taken:
[The Chairman] drew attention to a letter dated 30 September 1991 from the
Permanent Representative of Denmiirk (SIAC.25/1991/COMM.457) concerning a
Danish company which had been presented with a legal claim of $US 4 million by
the Agricultural Supplies Company of Baghdad. Since the request [sic] did not
fall directly within the Committee's mandate, he suggested that the Committee
should authorise him to contact the Permanent Representative of Denmark to
draw his attention to paragraph 29 qf Security Council resolution 687 (1991). It
was so decided.
Id. Paragraph 29 of Resolution 687 reads:
Decides that all States, including Iraq, shall take the necessary measures to ensure
that no claim shall lie at the instance of the Government of Iraq, or of any person
or body in Iraq, or of any person claiming through or for the benefit of any such
person or body, in connection with any contract or other transactions where its
performance was affected by reason of the measures taken by the Security Council in resolution 661 (1990) and related resolutions.
I
S.C. Res. 687, supra note 5.

ished infractions of their own implementation statutes, these
infractions have never been officially reported to the Committee or
even mentioned in its proceedings and, in fact, the Committee has
never indicated that it wished to know about such things.66
The Committee has attempted, with some apparent success, to
stop practices which apparently violate the sanctions regimes once
it has become aware of them. For example, when ships delivering
goods through the port of Um Qasr began to bunker there for free,
the Committee demanded assurances before it issued any further
clearances that there would be no bunkering henceforth in Um
Qasr. The Committee did not, however, pursue the matter of the
few ships that had bunkered in Um Qasr before it became aware of
the practice.
E. Decisions on No-Objection Items
The Committee's most important administrative function has
been ruling on "no-objection" items, that is, "materials and supplies for essential civilian needs" as provided for in Resolution
687.67 That resolution requires the Committee to use, in its internal decision-making process, the so-called "accelerated 'no-objection' p r o ~ e d u r e . " ~The
~ wording of the English version of the
resolution has occasionally given rise to the misunderstanding that
this expression applies instead to the procedure states follow when
requesting approvals. The term "civilian" in the English version
has also created the misimpression that it refers to all nonmilitary
products. Moreover, the term "essential civilian needs" is to be
66. In 1990, the Committee did discuss reports alleging violations, but the term
"violation" was avoided. See Provisional Summary Record of the 15th Meeting (closed), 3
October 1990, Security Council Committee established by Resolution 661, U.N. SCOR,
15th mtg., U.N. Doc. SlAC.25lSR.15 (1990), in 2 The Kuwait Crisis, supra note 16, at pt. 11,
866, 904 (remarks by U.S. Committee Member Graham expressing "dismay . . . that
voluntary organizations in Jordan had sent humanitarian food shipments across the border
between Jordan and Iraq and into Iraq").
67. The Security Council, in resolution 687, decided
effective immediately, that the prohibitions against the sale or supply to Iraq of
commodities or products other than medicine and health supplies, and
prohibitions against financial transactions related thereto contained in resolution
661 (1990), shall not apply to foodstuffs notified to the Security Council
Committee established by resolution 661 (1990) concerning the situation between
Iraq and Kuwait or, with the approval of that Committee, under the simplified
and accelerated "no-objection" procedure, to materials and supplies for essential
civilian needs as identified in the report to the Secretary-General dated 20 March
1991, and in any further findings of humanitarian need by the Committee.
S.C. Res. 687, supra note 5, at 14, para. 20.
68. Id.; see infra part 1V.B.

understood in terms of a 1991 report to the Secretary-General:g
whereas "any further findings of humanitarian needV7Oare to be
made directly by the Committee. It never formally has made such
findings, but the latitude created by this provision is helpful in that
it permits the Committee to widen the scope of humanitarian concerns beyond those specified i? that report.71
Although the original conception of Resolution 687 was to permit the flow of urgent humanitarian items, the magnitudes
involved eventually came to resemble normal commercial deliveries of no particular humanitarian merit. By 1994, the Committee
annually received approximaterly 5,000 notification requests representing goods valued at more than $6 billion. In contrast, goods
approved in 1993 had a combihed value of only $1.8 billion.72 The
Committee never could have processed successfully this volume of
requests without recourse to the "simplified and accelerated noobjection procedure"73 which llows maximally expeditious treatB
ment of all noncontroversial matters.
Such matters are disposed of
automatically by Secretariat administrative personnel on the
authority of the Committee and, upon signature by the Chairman,
copies of the correspondence aye distributed to the members. As a
69. Id. (citing Letter from the Secretary-General to the President of the Security
Council (Mar. 20, 1991), U.N. Doc. Sl22366 (1991)).
70. Id.
71. The French version was much clearer on these points:
Decide, avec effet immCdiat, que les interdictions CnoncCes dans sa rCsolution 661
(1990) et visant la vente ou la fourniture h 1'Iraq de produits de base ou de
marchandises autres que les medicaments et les fournitures mCdicales ainsi que
les transactions financikres connexeg cessent de s'appliquer aux livraisons de
denrees alimentaires notifiees au +it6
du Conseil de sCcurit6 crCC par la
rCsolution 661 (1990) concernant la situation entre ]'Iraq et le KoweTt et, sous
reserve de I'approbation du ComitB, qui appliquera h cet effet la procCdure
simplifiCe et accClCrCe d"'approbation tacite", aux produits et fournitures
signales au SecrCtaire gCnCral dans le rapport du 20 mars 1991 (S/22366), comme
Ctant de premikre nCcessitC pour
population civile ou qui seront dCsignCs
comme tels par le ComitC aprks nouvelle Cvaluation des besoins d'ordre
humanitaires.
S.C. Res. 687, supra note 5, at 15, para. 20 (French version).
72. Value as stated in the applications. Table 4, Consolidated Spreadsheet for Values, in
List of Statistical Tables (May 4, 1994) (i ternal Committee document). The Committee's
procedures for processing and deciding s J h requests have undergone a continuous process
of routinization since the early days of 1991 when each such request was taken up as a
separate agenda item at meetings. Requests are now submitted on a form designed for this
purpose, and various forms and batch processing methods are used at several processing
stages.
73. The procedure is used throughout all Security Council bodies and, in view of the
consensus principle universally applied in all subsidiary organs of the Security Council, it
would be impossible to conduct this volume of business without it.
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result, only those matters to which some tentative objection has
been made need be taken up at Committee meetings.
It is precisely this procedure, however, that has occasioned the
most dissension inside the Committee and provided the most
grounds for complaints on the part of member states. One reason
is that when the Committee decides requests on a case-by-case
basis, it considers such factors as the volume of trade and the identity of the end-user in addition to whether the item meets essential
civilian needs per se. Some members have questioned the right of
the Committee to take quantity into account, and even states sympathetic to the Committee occasionally complain that they have
had the same item approved and rejected on different occasions.
Furthermore, because it is up to the requesting state to dispel the
objections of the more strident Committee members, a good deal
of clarification and consultation occurs on a purely bilateral basis
between the permanent missions of the states involved, which
means that other Committee members learn of the problem only in
those rare cases where the matter must be ventilated at a meeting.
Authorization letters for approved shipments are now valid for
only 120 days after issuance, although extensions can be granted.
The Committee justifies this measure, which evolved in an attempt
to contain the problem of forgery, as an extension of its discretionary right to approve or reject such requests under which it may set
such conditions as it wishes.
On the initiative of the Committee's nonaligned members, in
late 1991 an attempt was made to transfer relatively noncontroversial items to a category for which only simple notification would be
required. It was generally believed that the Committee had the
authority to do so on the basis of Resolution 687,74 but the question proved to be academic because the attempt came at a time
when attitudes were already hardening. Negotiations on the matter continued until March 1992 when it was merely agreed that certain broadly defined generic categories would be "looked upon
favorablyv-in other words, not blocked.75 This agreement did not
essentially change the procedures employed, as requests for such
74. S.C. Res. 687, supra note 5, at 14, para. 20.
75. These categories included "packaging materials for foodstuffs" and "supplies for
primary and secondary education." Security Council Committee established by
Resolution 661, U.N. SCOR, 66th mtg., U.N. Doc. S/AC.25/SR.66 (1992) (internal
Committee document) (referencing Letter from the Permanent Representative of
Zimbabwe and Coordinator of the Non-Aligned States Members of the Security Council to
the Chairman of the Committee (Dec. 23, 1991)).

items still had to be judged on a case-by-case basis; moreover,
many of the items had never been blocked anyway.
F. Control of Dual-Use Item Flows

In its long-term function as monitor of the arms embargo against
Iraq, the Committee will have discretionary decisionmaking power
similar to its discretionary power in the foodstuff regime. Under
current proposals, which are still to be finalized in a Security Council resolution, the Committee will be the final arbiter in cases
where either the United Nations Special Commission or the IAEA
has imposed a preliminary block on a dual-use item export to
Iraq.76 This preliminary block will apply until the Committee positively overrides it with a final decision, and only the exporting state
in question may refer the matter to the Committee for final decision. Because the preliminary block will take the form of advice to
the potentially exporting state that such shipments will not be permitted until further notice, the government concerned might voluntarily decline to contest the Committee's finding. It is expected
that the number of such cases will not be great, but historical experience has shown that the framers of Security Council legislation
habitually underestimate the long-range frequkncy of exceptions to
the rule.77
G. Oversight of the Oil-for-Food Scheme
In 1991, the Security Council, in Resolutions 70678 and 712,79
outlined a plan to allow Iraq to export a limited amount of oil during a six-month period to generate revenue to pay for its purchases
of foodstuffs and essential civilian goods. The scheme was
accepted by Western Security Council members as a lesser evil to
having the Committee grant Iraq export ban exemptions under
Resolution 68780and also was welcomed as a trial run for certain
76. Dual-use items are items that can be used for proscribed as well as nonproscribed
purposes. See U.N. Doc. S/AC.25/1995/COMM.1042 at 19,29 (1995) (internal Committee
document).
77. See, e.g., supra text accompanying note 72. As of September 1995, the final version
of this arrangement had yet to be published. In later drafts, much of the Committee's
power had been reduced. The reduction included the deletion of the provision requiring a
positive override decision by the Committee to overturn a preliminary block.
78. S.C. Res. 706, supra note 7.
79. S.C. Res. 712, supra note 8.
80. S.C. Res. 687, supra note 5, at 14. It was believed that if the exports occurred under
paragraph 20 it would not be possible to stipulate conditions on how the purchased goods
were to be distributed in Iraq. This was one of the main principles of the scheme

aspects of the long-term regime under which Iraq would divert a
percentage of its oil revenues to the United Nations Compensation
Fund. Iraq never implemented it.
Had the scheme taken effect, the Committee would have played
a considerable role in the administration of various aspects, and,
interestingly, it intended to delegate some of those f~nctions.~'
This would have been the first instance of such delegation. Under
the proposed arrangements, the Committee planned to authorize
oil industry professionals, acting as "overseers," to approve or
reject oil sales contracts within instructions and parameters
decided by the Committee and with the obligation to keep the
Committee continually informed of all such decisions.82 Such
arrangements were accepted because the Committee understood
that it could never effectively exercise its authority to accept or
reject sales contracts without such delegation.
H. Definition, Interpretation and Clarijication Tasks
Despite the lack of a mandate in its empowering resolutions, the
Committee came to perform functions characteristic of an organ of
interpretation and clarification. Thus, it might be helpful to analyze the areas in which the Committee performs some kind of definition, interpretation or clarification function and to try to
distinguish such functions on the basis of the Committee's source
of authority. First, the Committee has a mandate to provide definitions which deternline the applicability of provisions of Security
Council resolutions. The most important example of this was its
mandate to define "humanitarian circumstances," which the Committee exercised once and for all at its thirty-sixth meeting.83 A
different type of mandate to define is exercised by the Committee
on an ongoing basis when it approves no-objection items. The
Security Council decided by its resolutions to permit exports of
materials and supplies for essential civilian needs but left it for the
Committee to define whether a requested shipment qualified as
such when it approved the request.84
established by Resolutions 706 and 712-and probably one of the main reasons Iraq
rejected it.
81. See Security Council Committee established by Resolution 661, U.N. SCOR, 51st
mtg. at 1-5, U.N. Doc. St23149 (1991) (internal Committee document).
82. Id.
83. S.C. Res. 666, supra note 18, para. 5; see also supra note 38 and accompanying text.
84. See discussion supra pp. 647-49.

Second, the Committee has been authorized, implicitly rather
than explicitly, to create such operational definitions as it needs to
accomplish its administrative tasks. The exact boundaries of the
medical, foodstuff and no-objection categories have been left to the
discretion of the Committee and, over time, it has tended to widen
the scope of the first two categories at the expense of the latter. Its
practice in this regard is largely influenced by precedent and by the
practices of other subsidiary bodies, but it is held to be largely sovereign in its right to define. For example, the Committee treats
cigarettes as a no-objection item, not a foodstuff, and it is not
bound by the fact that trade agreements often treat cigarettes as a
foodstuff, nor would it heed an argument by a member state that
the latter's domestic legislation considered cigarettes to be foodstuffs. The Committee does not, however, have complete sovereignty over definitions because it is bound by definitions stipulated
by the Security Council in its resolutions. For example, Resolution
778, to settle divergent interpretations of a term used in earlier resolutions, generally and retroactively defined "petroleum products"
to exclude "petrochemical derivative^."^^
While the Committee's performance of its definition function
has been relatively straightforward, interpretations of the provisions of resolutions given to member States upon request and
based on legal opinions obtained from the Legal Counsel of the
Organization have been much more controversial. The matter has
been overly dramatized because of its implications for the question
whether Security Council decisions generally are subject to judicial
review by entities such as the International Court of J ~ s t i c e . ~ ~
Security Council members have argued that only the Council itself
can interpret its own decisions. The matter was originally complicated by fears on the part of some members that the term "foodstuffs in humanitarian circumstances" would become liable to
judicial interpretation. Ironically, one constituency of Committee
members, unhappy about the principle of requesting opinions from
the Legal Counsel, was actually pleased with the substantive contents of those opinions.87
85. S.C. Res. 778, supra note 33, at 74.
86. The issue had related implications for later disputes in which Libya brought matters
concerning the Lockerbie case before the International Court of Justice. See Concerning
Questions of Interpretation and Application of the 1971 Montreal Convention Arising
from the Aerial Incident at Lockerbie (Libya v. U.K.), 1992 I.C.J. 1 (Apr. 14) (separate
opinion of Judge Shahabuddeen).
87. See Security Council Committee established by Resolution 661, U.N. SCOR, 29th
mtg., Agenda Item "Letter dated 26 February 1991 from the Director and Deputy to the

The Security Council and its subsidiary organs are not judicial
bodies and, in deciding matters initiated by parties, do not employ
judicial procedures or rely on arguments generated by opposing
parties. Instead, the Council is "subject to the vagaries of political
c o n s e n s ~ s . "Likewise,
~~
the Committee is not a judicial body and
its "interpretations" (a word it assiduously avoided in this context)
do not pretend to compete with such judicial interpretations strict0
sensu. Furthermore, the Legal Counsel belongs to the Secretariat
of the Organization and can be seen as servicing the Committee.
The Committee is free to reject the Legal Counsel's opinion and
substitute its
Some of these interpretive responses given by the Committee to
member states have been of considerable importance in the development of sanctions implementation law. In implementing Security Council resolutions, the authorities of states and the officials of
international organizations were constantly confronted with complex ramifications for which there were often no precedents and, in
1990, no meaningfully applicable body of doctrine. The resolutions
themselves were adopted under the pressure of events and without
any opportunity for the type of preparatory work that normally
precedes the enactment of statutes in national legislatures. The
failure to provide meaningful interpretations of, and elaborations
upon, Security Council resolutions in a more binding manner from
the center would only leave the field of interpretation open to
states. Indeed, throughout the period between August 1990 and
March 1991, there was a constant fear on the part of some Council
members that the unsettled issue of humanitarian circumstances
for foodstuffs would lead states to make unilateral findings of
humanitarian circumstances.
In any event, the effective and orderly implementation of sanctions measures requires more law than is currently available, and
the legal opinions of the Organization's Legal Counsel are perhaps
that source of relevant law which ought to be least frightening to
Under-Secretary-General in charge of the Office of Legal Affairs (SlAC.25l1991lNOTEl
15)," U.N. Doc. SlAC.25lSR.29 (1991) (internal Committee document). The Committee
accepted the findings of the Legal Counsel on the definition of "area" in paragraph 1 of
Resolution 665 without discussion, after having spent several meetings arguing over
whether or not they should allow him to offer an opinion.
88. Vera Gowlland-Debbas, Security Council Enforcement Action and Issues of State
Responsibility, 43 Int'l & Comp. L.Q. 71 (1994) (citing Christian Tomuschat, The
Lockerbie Case before the International Court of Justice, 48 Int'l Comm'n Jurists Rev. 38
(1992)).
89. See Koskenniemi, supra note 4, at 132-33.

member states. The practice of seeking the opinion of Legal Counsel thus evolved to meet a need on the part of states, even in the
absence of explicit authority. It was certainly no coincidence. If
future committees are to perform this role successfully, however, a
clearer mandate is vital from the beginning.
Finally, the Committee also functions to simply clarify the provisions of the sanctions regime for the benefit of member states. Not
only does the implementation of sanctions involve many detailed
issues, but even the basic procedures are not well known to the
relevant national authorities. Consequently, these authorities frequently turn to the Committee, sometimes with requests for action
but increasingly with requests for opinions or guidance. No matter
how they phrase their requests, they look upon the Committee's
eventual responses as binding. When a response is made to such a
request, the very nature of the response makes it clear that the
Committee is not exercising any right to interpretation but is
merely identifying the relevant resolution provision that clarifies
the matter. Depending on the political relationship of the Committee to the state in question, the response may be in writing or the
chairman may be authorized to contact the relevant permanent
representative verbally. The Committee also has occasionally functioned as a useful forum for contacts or for discussion in matters
where it has no authority but where such discussion leads to a better understanding of the problem.g0
I. Assisting States Acting Under Article 50
There is, finally, one Committee activity that is not easily classified. Resolution 66gg1 entrusts the Committee with the tasks of
examining applications from states requesting assistance under
article 50 of the Charterg2 and of making recommendations
thereon to the Security Council. Even before the adoption of the
resolution, the Committee had started to perform this task with
regard to requests made by Jordan. The ultimate formulation of
the Committee's mandate was, in fact, a subtle way of skirting the
real problem, because in this case the lack of clarity inherent in the
matter was not the result of Committee action or of the Security
Council's resolutions, but of the U.N. Charter itself. Article 50
90. As one example, discussions in the Committee concerning problems between states
and the MIF, an entity with which the Committee (indeed, the Organization altogether)
has no real relationship, have been helpful.
91. S.C. Res. 669, U.N. SCOR, 45th Sess., 2942d mtg. at 24, U.N. Doc. SlINF.46 (1990).
92. U.N. Charter art. 50. See supra note 13 for the text of the article.

grants states only the right to "consult" with the Security Council
about their economic problems resulting from sanctions.93 Resolution 669, in delegating this function to the Committee, was able to
go further than the Charter in charging the Committee with making recommendations to the Security Council precisely because the
Charter had been silent on the question of what action the Security
Council was required to take. In other words, the Security Council
was under no obligation to accept the Committee's
recommendations.
Under Resolution 669, the Committee created its own subsidiary
organ, a working group to consult with representatives of the
applying statesg4and to draft reports on each case phrased in the
language of resolutions. These reports, appealing to member states
for assistance, were adopted by the Committee, forwarded to the
president of the Security Council and published as Security Council
document^.^^ Ultimately the applying states sent a joint memorandum to the president of the Security Council which was also circulated as a Security Council document.96 It is difficult to determine
what action, if any, the Security Council has taken on the matter,
and the contents of the recommendations made by the Committee
have been treated critically by observers.97
93. Id.
94. Ultimately, 21 states, including Jordan, applied for assistance under article 50.
Letter from the Representatives of Bangladesh, Bulgaria, Czechoslovakia, Djibouti, India,
Jordan, Lebanon, Poland, Romania, Seychelles, Sri Lanka, The Sudan, The Syrian Arab
Republic, Tunisia, Mauritania, Pakistan, The Philippines, Uruguay, Viet Nam, Yemen and
Yugoslavia to the United Nations addressed to the President of the Security Council (Mar.
22, 1991), U.N. Doc. Sl22382 (1991) [hereinafter Letter from the Representatives].
95. Letter from the Chairman of the Security Council Committee established by
Resolution 661 to the President of the Security Council (Mar. 18, 1991), U.N. Doc. S/
22021lAdd.2 (1991); Letter from the Chairman of the Security Council Committee
established by Resolution 661 to the President of the Security Council (Dec. 21, 1990),
U.N. Doc. S122021/Add.l (1990); Letter from the Chairman of the Security Council
Committee established by Resolution 661 to the President of the Security Council (Dec.
19, 1990), U.N. Doc. Sl22021 (1990).
96. Letter from the Representatives, supra note 94.
97. See Koskenniemi, supra note 4, at 130-31. The issue reappeared in connection with
sanctions against the former Yugoslavia. The development of procedures for dealing with
requests from states under article 50 has been discussed in the General Assembly and has
featured prominently in discussions on reform of the Security Council. See, e.g., Statement
by Ambassador Jakken Biern Lian, Permanent Representative of Norway to the United
Nations on Behalf of the Nordic Countries on the Question of Equitable Representation
on and Increase in Membership of the Security Council (June 29, 1994) at 2 (on file with
the Permanent Mission of Norway); Statement by Mr. Patrick J. Collins, Deputy
Permanent Representative of Ireland during the Proceedings of the Open-Ended Working
Group on the Question of Equitable Representation on and Increase in the Membership

IV. THE PROCEDURES
OF THE COMMITTEE

A close look at the changing functions and mandates of the
Committee demonstrates where improvements could be made with
respect to future sanctions committees. Similarly, an analysis of
the procedures of the Committee, as this section will provide,
underscores the necessity of a more open and efficient process to
strengthen future committees of this type.
A. Basic Procedural Practices
The Committee works on the basis of consensus: no decision
may be taken if even one member objects. Meetings are closed
and minutes are kept in the form of summary, not verbatim,
records. A chairman is elected ad personam along with two vicechair country members, although the first two vice-chairmen were
originally elected ad personam. The chairman is not a member of
the Committee and does not represent his government while presiding.98 Representatives of other states occasionally appear upon
invitation, as do officials of international organizations and humanitarian nongovernmental organizations (NGOs). No representative of Iraq has ever appeared before the Committee. The
Committee accepts correspondence from all governments, including Iraq, from international organizations and from some NGOs,
but it does not have direct links with other nongovernmental entities. With regard to shipments to Iraq, it requires notifications or
requests from states other than Iraq, normally the exporting
country.
The practice of holding closed meetings is a functional necessity.
The Security Council and its subsidiary organs annually make tens
of thousands of decisions in the broadest sense of the term, and
open meetings of the entire Security Council would be slow and
costly. The Security Council in recent years has relied on closed
meetings, so-called "consultations." There is little or no diplomatic
ritual or "speaking to the gallery" in closed meetings, and proceedings quickly move forward in a more businesslike atmosphere.
The Committee has, however, taken the matter of secrecy far
beyond these provisions. Its decisions are not communicated to all
states potentially affected by them; decisions are communicated
of the Security Council of the United Nations (June 29, 1994) at 2 (on file with the
Permanent Mission of Ireland).
98. In contrast, the president of the Security Council simultaneously represents his
country.

only to the government that initiated the matter, though in many
instances other states are bound to implement the decisions properly and, in some cases, decisions are binding on all states.99 The
Committee has no spokesperson and does not issue news
releases.100It is not even required to submit reports on its general
conduct of business to the Security Council.
These practices have had some embarrassing ramifications. The
summary records of the first twenty-five meetings inexplicably
found their way into a prestigious scholarly publication in 1991.101
Later, Iraq occasionally requested circulation of its own versions of
Committee meeting minutes, often in the form of complaint letters
addressed to the Secretary-General.lo2 The Security Council did
not wish to block such circulation given the practice of member
states by which their own communications were circulated as
Security Council documents when those communications bore on
matters of which the Security Council was seized. The polemic
Iraqi versions often contained gross inaccuracies, and the means by
which Iraq obtained the information was never clarified.
The tendency of the Security Council and its subsidiary organs to
be less communicative about their activities has resulted in heavy
criticism in recent years and has been widely, and often caustically,
noted in the ongoing discussions about reform of the Security
Council. Additionally, the Committee's publicity shyness with
regard to its own practices and decisions has created problems in
sanctions implementation. Even the permanent missions at U.N.
Headquarters in New York often have unclear notions of how the
sanctions system is supposed to operate. Misunderstandings and
simple lack of knowledge are apparently rife among national
99. This practice has evolved without any pressing legal ground, for the Committee has
departed from it on occasion. Most recently, it agreed to communicate shipment
authorizations systematically to one of the important transit countries. For more general
announcements, however, such as the issuing of a new authorization request form, it has
become increasingly usual to send circular letters to all permanent missions. See Security
Council Committee established by Resolution 661, 113th mtg., Agenda Item "Letter dated
June 1, 1994 from the Permanent Representative of Jordan to the United Nations
addressed to the Chairman of the Committee established by resolution 661," U.N. Doc. SI
AC.25lSR.113 (1994) (internal Committee document).
100. On a few occasions the Chairman has been authorized to explain decisions to the
press immediately after the close of the meeting, but the last such occasion was in 1991.
101. See 2 The Kuwait Crisis, supra note 16, at pt. 11.
102. See, e.g., Letter from the Permanent Representative of Iraq to the United Nations
addressed to the Secretary General (May 11, 1993), U.N. Doc. Sl25761 (1993) [hereinafter
Iraqi Letter]; Letter from the Permanent Representative of Iraq to the United Nations
addressed to the Secretary General (Feb. 15, 1993), U.N. Doc. Sl25298 (1993).

implementing authorities, normally customs or external trade
departments. Foreign ministries do not necessarily scrutinize
exemptions requests but merely forward them to the Committee.lo3
They then release the authorization letters of the Committee to the
requesting exporter seemingly without clarifying their exact legal
import. For example, the Committee has no authority over certain
aspects of the sanctions against Iraq, notably the current freeze on
Iraqi assets.lo4 Unfortunately this fact is not well known to member states, and Committee clearance of export shipments has
apparently been misunderstood as a clearance for the connected
financial transactions. The phrasing of a paragraph in the authorization letters, amended relatively late to reflect legislative changes,
may have contributed to this misunderstanding.lo5
The lack of glasnost probably reduces the abilities of national
authorities to prosecute successfully sanctions violators; prosecutors would have to establish that potential violators were aware of
the relevant regulations. In this and other instances, it can be
argued that secrecy has played into the hands of sanctions evaders.
As a result, legal expertise, including that of experts in the foreign
ministries of member states, is handicapped in making its proper
contribution to the development of doctrine in this area. Future
Security Council members, who today are outside the Security
Council, may tomorrow be drafting, considering or voting on new
sanctions measures without sufficient insight into the implementation of previous ones.

B. The Accelerated No-Objection Procedure
In its initial period the Committee could only make decisions at
formal meetings. The issues it then addressed, despite its modest
mandate, included some of the most complex and esoteric aspects
of international sanctions law.lo6 As the number of decisions to be
103. See infra note 113 and accompanying text.
104. S.C. Res. 778, supra note 33, at 74.
105. For example, in the case of foodstuff notification responses, the paragraph reads:
I have the honour to inform you that, according to paragraph 20 of Security
Council resolution 687 (1991), the Committee has been duly notified of the
shipment of foodstuffs specified in your letter and that prohibitions against the
sale or supply of these shipments and financial transactions related thereto
contained in resolution 661 (1990) are no longer applicable.
(exemplary authorization letters on file with author).
106. Examples include the ramifications of Resolution 661 for migrant workers,
Resolution 661's applicability to trade in services, or the knotty question of whether the
Gulf of Aqaba was in the "area" referred to in paragraph 1 of Resolution 665. See also
supra note 87.

made increased and their nature became more routine and mundane, various practices developed to remove such decisions from
formal Committee meetings. Chief among these were the noobjection procedure and the delegation of a great deal of discretionary authority to the Committee chairman.
The bulk of the Committee's work now more closely resembles
the activities of a permit-granting authority in a national government bureaucracy: the processing of medicine and foodstuff notifications as well as no-objection items comprises about ninety-five
~~~
decipercent of the Committee's c o r r e s p ~ n d e n c e .Increasingly,
sions on routine matters are made in batches and categories, and
administrative and technical procedures have been adapted to
meet this volume. As a result, more time is available at meetings
for discussion of substantive issues.108
C. Implementation of Sanctions
Sanctions primarily involve trade restrictions, and their elaboration and administration are no easy task in a single national jurisdiction. Attempting to coordinate and standardize these
restrictions, on the basis of hastily drafted and often unclear Security Council resolutions, for use in close to 200 national jurisdictions
has been even more complicated, particularly under consensus
decision-making requirements. Furthermore, the Committee's
mandate to perform any coordinating functions is implicit rather
than explicit, although it has insisted upon the prerogative of defining the borders of the restriction and exemption categories stipulated in Security Council resolutions.
The Committee, however, shows little concern for circumstances
outside its mandate. It has never attempted to determine-or even
to be informed about-the exact trade control procedures through
which national authorities implement or coordinate implementation of the sanctions. The enforcement activities of the MIF have
been independent of the Committee, and insights into its practices
only reach the Committee on a sporadic basis. The Committee has
107. See Memorandum from Josef Klee to Benon Sevan, Assistant Secretary-General 1
(Oct. 12, 1993) (on file with author). The Committee receives more than 6,000 items of
correspondence annually. Id.
108. A norn~althree-hour meeting of a subsidiary organ of the Security Council costs
approximately $14,000. U.N. Doc. A/AC.l7ZINF/15 at 11 (internal Committee
document). The problem, however, is not simply one of cost. For practical and procedural
reasons, only one meeting of the Council or a subsidiary organ may be held at the same
time, making it difficult in recent years to schedule meetings.

also viewed its involvement in each cleared export transaction as
ending when the relevant clearance letter is issued to the permanent mission of the requesting state. It never concerns itself with
the fulfillment of the transaction, except in cases of delivery by air,
and therefore has no way of knowing how many cleared export
exemptions actually are delivered.
If the Committee's theoretical postulates were synthesized by
extrapolating from its practice, the Committee would appear to
view, in each case, one particular state as bearing responsibility for
correct implementation of Committee decisions, including compliance by other involved states. This view brings into question the
lateral relations among states with regard to implementation. In
the case of the Iraqi sanctions regime, the Committee, launched
with anything but a clear mandate in the Security Council resolutions, has been completely passive on this question.
The matter is not academic. Export transactions usually involve
more than one country, yet the Committee normally deals only
with the state requesting approval on behalf of a company or individual with which the state has some connection.log The Committee usually does not inform other states involved in the transaction
of its decision,l1° and it does not insist that the requesting state to
which the clearance is communicated enter into any official contacts with other implementing states in connection with that transaction. In many cases, the implementing states leave this task to
the companies and business personnel involved. Hence, the Committee not only does not coordinate implementation of its own
decisions, it does not even recommend such coordination to its
interlocutors. The notion that the requesting state assumes responsibility for the entire transaction is unrealistic, particularly since
many requests are submitted by states where a broker or a trader is
commercially domiciled. If the broker reassigns his interest in the
deal to parties in another state, the requesting state risks losing any
jurisdictional claim over the further fulfillment of the transaction.
This lack of coordination creates a loophole for evasion in one
aspect of sanctions implementation in particular. The Committee
has no mandated functions under the provisions of Security Council resolutions that regulate financial issues.lll Consequently, the
Committee's clearance of an export shipment in no way entitles an
109. The Committee at times has interpreted this required connection broadly.
110. See supra text accompanying note 99.
111. S.C. Res. 778, supra note 33, at 74.

exporter to engage in any financial transaction otherwise prohibited by the relevant resolutions. Thus, where the jurisdiction of settlement differs from that of the requesting state, this lack of
coordination makes the entire system of sanctions vulnerable.l12
Also implicit in Committee practice is the notion that the primary interlocutor state, by submitting a notification or a request
for approval, has previously vetted the transaction or taken steps to
verify the accuracy or legitimacy of the information contained in
the request. It appears, however, that many states simply forward
the requisite documents to the Committee without passing judgment on their contents.l13 In a number of western states, governments do not necessarily have the authority to block or discourage
such requests, and exporters aggressively pressure foreign ministries by threatening to litigate the matter in administrative courts.
Added to all these problems is the psychological effect of a long
stalemate in which the original widespread support for sanctions
has been eroded by time and other issues. Political support for
stringency is waning at the same time that feedback about the inadequacies of the system is becoming more apparent.

A. Performance of the Committee in Assisting Implementation
As noted previously, the Committee's mandate contained a
number of functions, but many of these were not clearly delineated
or developed in all their potential implications. If Committee
members were interested in certain functions, particularly those
involving administrative assistance in permissible exports to Iraq or
involving exercise of the Committee's discretionary decision-making power with regard to Resolution 687,114 they ensured that the
potential implications were realized. Likewise, the Committee
affirmatively developed certain other functions, despite the lack of
a mandate, in response to member states' concerns. Committee
members did agree, for example, that the Committee should be
made available to member states as a forum for contacts, discus112. See supra note 105 and accompanying text.
113. The United Oil Company affair in Germany provides and example. See
Freundliche Helfer: Ein unbekannter Geschtiftsmann will ein Milliarden-Geschlft mit dem
Irak machen, 14 Der Spiegel 104, 105 (1994); Stephan TOngi, "United Oil" zieht's aus
Mannheim weg, Mannheimer Morgen, May 19, 1994; Milliardengeschhft mit dem Irak
angebahnt, Frankfurter Allgemeine Zeitung, Mar. 29, 1994, at 1, 2.
114. S.C. Res. 687, supra note 5 (mandating the Committee's most important activity:
approval of shipments of "materials and supplies for essential civilian needs").

sions or clarifications on sanctions-related problems even though
the Committee could not act upon these problems in any concrete
way. The Committee held no mandate for such functions, and, significantly, member states outside the Security Council took the initiative. The Committee also acted to coordinate sanctions
implementation, but given the vagueness of the mandate and an
obvious lack of emphasis in this area on the part of its members,
the Committee did not develop this function to any meaningful
degree.
Actual performance of Committee functions has been characterized by different role interpretations stemming from the resolutions themselves. On one hand, the sanctions regime as modified
by Resolution 687 was a trade control regime designed to pressure
a government to comply with other demands by restricting its
access to goods and revenue. On the other, it was a humanitarian
exemption regime designed to ensure that civilian households had
access to a modicum of necessary goods. Various members
stressed one role or the other. This inherent dichotomy of functions ensured that decisions were often made through intense
exchanges of divergent views.
Stress has also resulted from the dichotomy between the Committee's substantive political and purely administrative functions.
Its original work methods were much more consistent with the former, and members' individual preferences also lay with the substantive political functions. In the long run, however, there have
been mature adjustments caused by a greater understanding of the
administrative aspects of the Committee's work. The sheer volume
of the Committee's administrative activities ensured these
adjustments.
B. Perception of the Committee's Performance by Others

Iraq's perception of the Committee has shifted over time. In the
period immediately following the cessation of hostilities, relations
between the Committee and Iraq were fairly good. Resolution 712
even called for "close consultation with the Government of Iraq"
by the Secretariat and the Committee in the implementation of
that resolution.l15 It was believed that the then-chairman, Dr.
Peter Hohenfellner, Austria's Permanent Representative to the
United Nations, and Dr. Abdul Amir A1 Anbari, the Permanent
Representative of Iraq, had established a good working relation-

-

115. S.C. Res. 712, supra note 8,para. 4.

ship. The Iraqi Government may have been favorably impressed
by the flexibility demonstrated by the Committee with respect to
the technical arrangements made for oil sales under Resolutions
706 and 712.116
At that time, Iraq seemed to view the Committee as more understanding and more inclined to mitigate the harshness of the resolutions adopted by the more hostile Security Council. Later, Iraq
shifted its position and began to excoriate the Committee for its
"biased and unlawful interpretations of Security Council resolutions,"l17 and Iraq asked the Secretary-General to intervene to
ensure that the Committee complied with Council resolutions.118
Significantly, in later correspondence, Iraq tended to address its
communications to the Secretary-General.l19
It is less clear how member states have perceived the Committee, but one can make certain observations. Although member
states have often complained, qua requesting states, of the slow,
bureaucratic nature of the Committee in processing export
requests, they have looked to the Committee as the preferred
interlocutor for problems in navigating the sanction regime's labyrinth of regulations and practices. Member states, however, do not
fully appreciate how limited the mandate of the Committee is, and
the general public, including the business community, accords it
practically supernatural powers. Consequently, the Committee is
constantly being asked to perform acts more properly reserved for
higher authorities.
The Committee's publicity shyness may further promote the misperception of the scope of the Committee's mandate, and occasionally, clarifications made by the Committee in response to requests
may have also been to blame. In 1991, in response to correspondence from Iraq, the Committee sent a letter to a number of member states to clarify that, on the basis of Resolution 687, states were
free to unfreeze Iraqi assets to settle transactions of the type specified in the resolution.120 The Committee merely transmitted the
view of its members that Resolution 687 had already given them
116. Id.; S.C. Res. 706, supra note 7.
117. Iraqi Letter, supra note 102.
118. In a letter to the Secretary-General, Iraq's Minister for Foreign Affairs,
Mohammed Said Al-Sahaf, wrote, "I request you to exercise your good offices and
intervene to put a halt to these practices, which conflict with all humanitarian
considerations." Id.
119. See, e.g., id.
120. See Security Council Committee established by Resolution 661, U.N.SCOR, 40th
mtg., U.N.Doc. SlAC.2.5lSR.40 (1991) (internal Committee document).

that prerogative; it did not imply that it had taken a decision to that
effect. Unfortunately, many member states seemed to believe that
the Committee decided to unfreeze the assets. Finally, the fact that
the Committee has exactly the same membership as the Security
Council may also contribute to some of these misunderstandings.
At the time of this writing there are seven subsidiary organs of the
Security Council that deal with sanctions,121 all of which have
rather narrow mandates in relation to the powers of the Security
Council. Identical membership in no way implies an overlapping
of f ~ n c t i 0 n s . l ~ ~
As yet, academia has devoted little study to this Committee, and
the only real monographic study available, written by a member of
the Finnish delegation who was present in the Committee's initial
phase,123 was critical of the Committee's working methods. In
more general works, studies have tended to concentrate on the
broader issues of Security Council sanctions, their effectiveness as
measured by compliance by member states, and their relation to
Also of interest are the
the stated goals of the Security C0unci1.l~~
questions of when sanctions are legitimate under the U.N. Charter
and whether they are binding on all parties in all respects. Questions concerning whether a coherent legal and administrative
framework exists to implement sanctions, how such a framework
develops, and what models and principles it should follow, have
121. Besides the Committee discussed in this Article, there were additionally: Security
Council Committee established pursuant to Resolution 724 (1992) concerning Yugoslavia;
Security Council Committee established pursuant to Resolution 748 (1992) concerning the
Libyan Arab Jamahiriya; Security Council Committee established pursuant to Resolution
751 (1992) concerning Somalia; Security Council Committee established pursuant to
Resolution 841 (1993) concerning Haiti; Security Council Committee established pursuant
to Resolution 864 (1993) concerning the situation in Angola; and the Security Council
Committee established by Resolution 916 (1994) concerning Rwanda.
122. Subsidiary organs are not required to have full Security Council membership.
Although the Committee established by Resolution 253 (1968), which dealt with sanctions
against Rhodesia, originally had only seven members, its membership was later extended
to all Council members. Doxey, supra note 3, at 103. The possibility of committees with
smaller memberships has been discussed in recent years in connection with reform
proposals.
123. See Koskenniemi, supra note 4. A similar committee responsible for coordinating
U.N. sanctions against the Federal Republic of Yugoslavia has also been the subject of
study. See Michael P. Scharf and Joshua L. Dorosin, Interpreting UN Sanctions: The
Rulings and Role of the Yugoslavia Sanctions Committee, 19 Brook. J. Int'l L. 771 (1993).
124. m i c a 1 concerns include whether traditional trading partners of state X will apply
sanctions and whether sanctions will convince state X to cease threatening the peace. See
Kimberly Ann Elliott, Factors Affecting the Success of Sanctions, in Economic Sanctions:
Panacea or Peacebuilding in a Post-Cold War World? 51 (David Cortwright & George A.
Lopez eds., 1995).

not been addressed. Attention to the latter is important, for if it
should ever be established that no adequate framework exists, the
other issues would become moot.
VI. SUMMARY
AND CONCLUSIONS
The idea behind the Committee probably was for it to play a role
in the coordination of national sanctions implementation and to
advise national governments on effective sanctions statutes. The
above analysis of the functions and practices of the Committee
demonstrates, however, that although the Security Council may
have wanted to empower the Committee to perform these roles, it
only provided a clear, unambiguous mandate for one function-its
role as long-term monitor of the disarmament provisions of Resolution 687.125 In other respects, the Committee may have been
given a definite mandate to do something, but the purpose of the
mandate was left unclear. The Committee's discretionary power to
approve so-called "no-objection items" provides one e ~ a m p 1 e . l ~ ~
The power was intended to be used to supervise a trade control
regime and, at the same time, to mitigate its harshness for humanitarian reasons. The resolutions never indicated which purpose was
to take precedence in case of conflict. Still other functions could
be interpolated from occasional provisions but lacked any coherent
or systematic exposition.
Finally, the Committee came to perform functions as a liaison,
contact forum, or organ of clarification and interpretation despite
the total absence of such activities in its empowering resolutions.
Conversely, it was vested with certain powers that it never exer~ i s e d . 'In
~ ~all these things, it replicated the history of the Security
Council and even of the Organization as a whole. The Committee's mandate thus changed over time as changes in Security Council strategies and other events took place.128
Most of the decisions made by the Committee as its mandate
changed, because they flowed from resolutions adopted under
125. A future empowering resolution is forthcoming from the Security Council to put
the long-term monitoring mechanism into place. This resolution was originally expected
during the autumn of 1994 and then in May of 1995, but as of September 1995, the
resolution had yet to be drafted.
126. See supra note 67 and accompanying text.
127. See, e.g., S.C. Res. 687, supra note 5, at 14 (providing authority to allow exports
from Iraq).
128. For example, Iraq's continuing failure to implement the oil-for-food scheme
produced changes in Security Council strategy and, consequently, in the Committee's
mandate.

chapter VII of the Charter, are binding on all states, including nonmember states. Under article 103 of the U.N. Charter, these obligations automatically preempt any conflicting statutes or
0b1igations.l~~
They therefore possess the highest possible legislative dignity known to contemporary man. At the same time, however, sanctions law, and what one might wish to call sanctions
administration or procedural law, are among the most recently
evolved and least developed areas of international law. This discrepancy between the high dignity of such obligations and the relatively underdeveloped state of their legal elaboration can no longer
be tolerated. The international community can hardly allow the
body of law and practice regulating statutes of the highest possible
dignity to languish in inattention. If sanctions measures continue
to be used by the Security Council under chapter VII-and present
trends suggest they will-and if functions connected with their
implementation continue to be delegated to subsidiary organs, then
there is an obvious role for governmental and international legal,
administrative and technical experts to contribute to sanctions
refinement and development.
The following remarks are made in this regard. There is indeed
some need for a body with responsibilities for coordinating state
implementation of chapter VII sanctions. It does not seem possible to have effective sanctions without some body or organ in an
intermediate position between the Security Council and the implementing states successfully performing such a function. Thus far,
sanctions committees in the form of subsidiary130 organs of the
Security Council have not been successful in this role. As an alternative, it is significant that the Sanctions Assistance Missions131
that perform such a function with regard to the former Yugoslavia
129. U.N. Charter art. 103.
130. The term is used here in its narrower sense. As a technical matter, the United
Nations Special Commission and the United Nations Compensation Commission are also
subsidiary organs of the Council.
131. The Sanctions Assistance Missions (administered by Directorate General XXI
(Customs and Taxation) of the European Commission) assist the Sanctions Coordinator
who is an appointee of the European Union and the Organization on Security and
Cooperation in Europe. The legal relationship of the Sanctions Assistance Missions to the
Committee established by Resolution 724 was set forth in Resolution 820, which states
simply that the Security Council "welcomes" their role in support of sanctions measures
against Yugoslavia and "invites" them to cooperate closely with the Committee established
by Resolution 724. S.C. Res. 820, U.N. SCOR, 49th Sess., 3200th mtg. at 5, para. 20, U.N.
Doc. SIRES1820 (1993). In reality, all such coordination has been left to the missions and
they proffer advice and recommendations to the Committee established by Resolution 724,
not the opposite.

and the "information assessment unit" that presumably will perform a similar function someday in the long-term arms embargo
against Iraq are both designed to bypass the relevant Security
Council sanctions committees. The MIF, a third variant, has a tenuous legal relationship to the Security Council and has never had
any practical contact with the Committee. Because this third
option is generally agreed to be the least desirable from the international community's point of view, it is assumed that arrangements of this kind will not be repeated. If a subsidiary organ of the
Council is to perform this coordination function in the future, it
will need to have its mandate coherently defined. It also will be
necessary to face, rather than to evade, the issue of how a multiplicity of states will cooperate with each other to implement the
sanctions.
In any case, it is necessary to develop the legal and administrative practices to be used in the intermediate stages between passage of the Security Council resolutions and implementation of
sanctions enforcement statutes by states. Sanctions under chapter
VII are anything but self-explanatory or self-implementing. The
Committee's largely self-assumed function as a forum for clarification, interpretation, guidance and contacts to solve problems that
arise from sanctions has proven useful, and it might be advisable to
provide expressly for such a function in future exercises of this
kind. Sanctions administration law has thus far evolved in just such
an ad hoc manner as circumstances required. In the future, it must
be developed in a more orderly way.
Procedurally, there are a number of reforms the committees
could adopt to strengthen their role in sanctions administration
law. First, there are a variety of models that could inform the
structure of the committees. In one model, a general sanctions
committee could be created as a subsidiary organ132of the Council;
it could administrate differentiated sanctions decided upon against
different target states. This model could be varied by having two
such subsidiary bodies, one for the substantive political matters
that invariably accompany sanctions measures, the other for the
purely administrative tasks that tend to be routine and repetitive
and that comprise the bulk of the sanctions committees' work. A
specialized committee to address humanitarian exemptions
132. Structural changes within the Department of Political Affairs of the United Nations
Secretariat already presage such a possibility. In 1993, servicing of the sanctions
committees was separated from servicing of the Council and a new secretariat services
branch was created for the committees.

presents another possibility. Any of these models could be coupled
with the practice of model sanctions systems, worked out in
advance and applied at any time by decision of the Security Council. This proposal was, in fact, made by the Collective Measures
Committee of the General Assembly forty years ago.133
Second, there will have to be more glasnost and more accountability in future sanctions committees. They should be required to
submit periodic reports on their general conduct of business to the
Security Council. The present situation with the Committee, which
has never submitted such a report, should not be considered
acceptable. Additionally, ongoing discussions about reform of the
Security Council have begun to touch upon the issue of its subsidiary bodies, and the views expressed by delegates in the context of
the General Assembly's working
have been quite frank.
There is thus growing evidence of member states' discontent with
the present working methods of the sanctions ~ 0 m m i t t e e s . l ~ ~
Finally, international legal scholars have begun to stress the
desirability of strengthening the legal component in Security Council practice. Some scholars have pointed out that the United
Nations system was, in reaction to the failures of the League of
Nations, based on preferences for political rather than legal methods of securing peace, but that in recent years there have been frequent calls for a reemphasis on law.136 Calls for a civilizing of
international politics have evoked close associations with the rule
of law, and United Nations bodies have been criticized for inconsistency and opportunism in this respect.137 If the use of sanctions is
to continue, such use clearly needs more law to guide it, not less.
Nowhere is this more evident than in the situation where a sanctions regime imposes a serious infringement on state sovereignty.
133. See Report of the Collective Measures Committee, U.N. GAOR, 7th Sess., Supp.
No. 17, at 14, U.N. Doc. A12215 (1952); Report of the Collective Measures Committee,
U.N. GAOR, 6th Sess., Supp. No. 13, at 21, U.N. Doc. A11891 (1951).
134. The group is formally known as the Open-Ended Working Group on the Question
of Equitable Representation on and Increase in the Membership of the Security Council.
For examples of statements made to the working group on this issue, see supra note 97.
135. Minor concessions to glasnost and accountability were announced in March 1995.
They apply to the work of all sanctions committees. See Note by President of the Security
Council, U.N. Doc. Sl19951234 (1995).
136. See Jost DelbrUck, Politische Instrumente zur Beinflussung von Regierungen:
Diplomatie, ViSlkerrecht und Internationale Organisationen, in Strategie Handbuch 113-14
(Gerhard Fels et al. eds., 3d ed. 1990).
137. Jost DelbrUck, Staatliche Souver2nitat und die neue Rolle des Sicherheitsrates der
Vereinten Nationen, 26 Verfassung und Recht in Ubersee 16, 19-20 (1993).

Few states risk becoming target states of a sanctions regime, but
all states risk being affected by the unintended side effects of sanctions. In fact, the more peace-loving states probably run greater
risk of this because they tend to devote more of their energies to
international commercial activities. States indirectly affected by
sanctions are more willing to accept this situation because the
degree of inconvenience is minor. The behavior of most states
towards the Committee in recent years evidences complete willingness to accept the disadvantages of compliance with sanctions
against Iraq.138
This willingness, however, should not be abused. States must
suffer incursions into their sovereignty by submitting to the sanctions obligations of the Security Council and to the discretionary
decisions on their commercial activities by sanctions committees.
They are clearly justified in demanding reassurance that their sovereignty is only being infringed to an equal extent as, and in like
manner to, that of other nontarget states. Accordingly, a better
development of sanctions coordination and management practice
on the basis of procedural or administrative law is needed.

138. This was not always the case. In the fateful autumn of 1990, hints that sanctions
might be defied were common. Remarks by the Permanent Representative of India,
Ambassador Gharekhan, before the Committee were widely interpreted as such at the
time. Summary Record, supra note 16, at 813-16.

